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Spatial Transcriptomics approaches
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In-situ capture spatial transcriptomics (Stahl et al. Science, 2016)



10x Genomics Visium Spatial transcriptomics (2019)



Library sequencing

A full length cDNA construct is flanked by the
30 bp template switch oligo (TSO) sequence,
AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACATGGG, on
the 5' end and poly-A on the 3' end. Some
fraction of sequencing reads are expected to
contain either or both of these sequences,
depending on the fragment size distribution
of the sequencing library. Reads derived from
short RNA molecules are more likely to
contain TSO and/or poly-A sequence than
are longer RNA molecules.



Spatial transcriptomics coverage

Illumina short-read

PTBP1
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Same library structure as droplet-based single cell transcriptomics
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Mouse olfactory Bulb (MOB) region annotation using short-read



Mouse coronal brain sections (CBS) region annotation using short-read

P56 coronal
Allen Mouse Brain Atlas



Illumina-guided barcode and UMI assignment



Spatial Isoform Transcriptomics (SiT)

CBS1: One flow cell, 117 M reads à 51.6% sequencing saturation
CBS2: One flow cell, 111 M reads à 62.2% sequencing saturation

à 1 – 2 Promethion flow cells per slice



Short-read / Long-read profile comparison



Plp1 Differential Transcript Usage (DTU) across regions (MOB)

Proteolipid protein 1 (Plp1 ), a gene involved in severe pathologies associated with CNS dysmyelination



Plp1 Differential Transcript Usage (DTU) across regions (MOB)

In Situ Sequencing Data

Proteolipid protein 1 (Plp1 ), a gene involved in severe pathologies associated with CNS dysmyelination



Cell type deconvolution using single cell external dataset (Tepe et al., 2018)

Spatial spot deconvolution of
prominent Plp1 expresser cell
types. Satial spot correlation
observed between deconvolution
score and Plp1 isoforms
expression. Results show that Plp1
is predominantly expressed by
olfactory ensheathing cells (OEC)
in the ONL and by myelinating-
oligodendrocytes (MyOligo) in the
GCL.

Proteolipid protein 1 (Plp1 ), a gene involved in severe pathologies associated with CNS dysmyelination



Myl6 Differential Transcript Usage (DTU) across regions (MOB)

Myosin Light Chain 6 (Myl6), codes for the non-phosphorylatable alkali light chain
component of the hexameric Myosin motor protein, that has been shown to be involved in
neuronal migration and synaptic remodeling in immature and mature neurons



SiT robustness assessment using two coronal brain section



SiT robustness assessment using two coronal brain section



Differential Transcript/Isoform Usage (DTU) across regions (CBS)

61 common switching genes in "CBS1" and "CBS2"
Anapc11 Capzb Eno2 Kctd13 Pcp4 Rpn1
Ap2m1 Cck Ensa Kctd17 Pnkd Rps24
App Cdc42 Faim Mff Polr2g Rps6

Arl2bp Clta Fam173a Mrpl48 Polr2h S100a16
Atp5g1 Cltb Fis1 Mrpl55 Ppp1r1a Sept8
Bbip1 Cnih1 Fkbp8 Myl6 Ppp3ca Sft2d1

BC031181 Cspg5 Ftl1 Nbdy Psme2 Slc3a2
Bdnf Dbndd2 Gap43 Ndrg4 Rexo2 Snap25
Bin1 Dctn6 Gnas Ngrn Rpl13a Tpm1
Caly Dtnbp1 Hsd11b1 Nkain4 Rpl5 Tsc22d3

U2af1



Snap25 DTU across regions (CBS)



Bin1 DTU across regions (CBS)

Bin1 locus has been identified as 
a leading modulator of genetic 
risk in Alzheimer’s disease.

ISS



Bin1 DTU across regions (CBS)

133 samples
509,876 cells

>100 cell types

Bin1 locus has been identified as 
a leading modulator of genetic 
risk in Alzheimer’s disease.

ISS



Gnas DTU across regions (CBS)

Gnas is an important component of 
the cyclic AMP signaling pathway



Gnas DTU across regions (CBS)

The GNAS Locus: Quintessential 
Complex Gene Encoding Gsα, XLαs,
and other Imprinted Transcripts
Curr Genomics. 2007 Sep; 8(6): 398–414. 
doi: 10.2174/138920207783406488

Gnas is an important component of 
the cyclic AMP signaling pathway

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2671723/
https://dx.doi.org/10.2174/138920207783406488


Long read sequencing identifies SNVs
RNA editing in mouse brain regions (CBS)



UMIs are crucial for long read single cell RNA-seq

UMIs enable elimination of PCR artifacts UMIs enable correction of sequencing errors



High confidence SNV calling calibration using short-read



In-depth A-to-I RNA editing map of adult mouse brain



SiT reveals A-to-I RNA editing specificity in the mouse brain



SiT reveals A-to-I RNA editing specificity in the mouse brain

AMPA receptors (AMPARs) mediate most of the fast excitatory
neurotransmission in the brain. Gria2 (GluA2) subunit is known to
be edited at two positions: the R/G site in the ligand-binding
domain where editing causes faster desensitization and recovery
from desensitization, and the Q/R site within the channel pore,
which when edited renders AMPARs virtually Ca2+-impermeable
and thereby affects a key aspect of neurotransmission.



Conclusion

• Accurate in-situ capture spatial transcriptomics with 
Nanopore sequencing is feasible.

• Nanopore sequencing yields spatially resolved information 
on splicing and SNVs (a priori free discovery)
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• In the near future we should get rid of Illumina sequencing

Current PromethION flow cell:
• > 98% modal accuracy
• > 100 million reads per Promethion flow cell

Early Access:
• > 99 % accuracy





How many long reads do we need ?

Depends on number of cells and mRNA content of cells (complexity)



Novel isoforms detection


